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Your Committee - by Hal Kendall
Your very active Committee is at your disposal. For our many newer

members we will briefly review who is who.

Most U.S.A.'ers know, Hal Kendall, killer of the Tollways and the
thorn in the side of the NHTSA, the EPA, the Vehicle Laws Commission
of Illinois, and any other bureaucracies that threaten our sport. Refer any
problems to me that others cannot solve. The difficult will be handled
immediately, the impossible takes just a little longer. Hal will pull the
Texas Chapter together as soon as house construction is complete.

Lee Kendall, the gal behind the scene who makes it happen though
she wants no credit. She is the magic typist who spends several hours
every evening punching out the news that's fit to print and some that is
not, and who types many of those personal letters you receive.

Hal and Lee can be reached at 1621 Palomino Lane, Forest Cove,
Kingwood, Texas 77339.

Membership Secretary
Connie Brown, our charming Membership Secretary. Connie had

only a suspicion of what it took to handle this task. Her very vital respon-
sibilities begin with sending out information about the U.S.A., an Appli-
cation Form and a copy of the "American'Sidecarist," to every person who
inquires about membership.

When you return your application form (with a few greenbacks to
cover postage, printing and paper), she assigns you a number and sends
your membership card and a letter of welcome. She then sends details of
membership to Hal Kendall, forwards your check to Ed Johnson, and
informs Bill Espe that you are now on the mailing list.

Then comes time for renewals. She keeps records of who has re-
newed, sends funds to Ed, sends your new membership card with a letter
of appreciation. At this time you will receive your membership roster
which will contain all current members up to about November.
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Your Committee, Continued
Membership Secretary, Continued

All this effort is to get you in the U.S.A. and to be sure you receive the "American Sidecarist" on time
and it all must be undone if you forget to renew your membership. You will not be cut off immediately.
You will continue to receive the Newsletter for a month or two after the first of the year but then Connie
must follow up to see if you simply forgot or if you no longer have any inter-est. We hope it is the former.
If the latter, in some way we have failed. And, if we have, please tell us how and why so we can try to
correct the problem. Connie's address is 2657 Shiras Avenue, Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

Technical Advisor
Next, meet Tim Colburn. Tim is our extremely knowledgeable Technical Advisor. At the mo-

ment he is somewhat upset because very few have asked his advice. He has much to offer in the field
of sidecar construction, operation, equipment, handling and so forth. If he cannot solve your problem
he will find someone who can. He is part of the motorcycle safety training effort by the Northeastern
Illinois University and put together the first sidecar skill clinic last September (with a little help).

The most interesting problems and their solution will be published in the "American Sidecarist."
Tim will forward letters either to Bill or Hal so they can be typed in a from suitable for the News-
letter. If you would send any helpful hints or practical advice to Tim, he will place these into his
master file of helpful hints. Someone else may have solved the problem that you are now confronted
with. Send tips and queries to at P.O. Box 239, Palos Park, Illinois 60464.

The Editor
Everyone knows Bill Espe, Mr, Sidecar himself. Bill, aided and abetted by his helpmate,

Delores, has the unenviable task of putting together the "American Sidecarist." Very few can appreci-
ate the problems Bill has to ensure you receive the Newsletter on time with all the articles you want
in it.  Bill is on.a very tight budget, Ed and Hal give Bill hell to get the best possible quality maga-
zine out on a shoestring. We will not tell Bill we think he is working miracles or his hat may no
longer fit, Besides, he may slacken off - but we doubt that. The Editor's job is extremely arduous, the
pay is lousy, and everyone complains if they don't get the Newsletter on time and if it doesn't contain
what THEY think should be in it. Bill has to lay out the magazine, then get them into the hands of the
intamous Post Office. Is it true that Bill was heard trying to get the Post Office to give us special
cheap rates? On the National scene, Bill is seen at nearly every Rally ever held and has organized the
1979 National Meet, Bill's address is - 1019- 28th Avenue N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418

Club Chaplain
Gil Frydell has already been introduced as our Club Chaplain. Any thoughts, spiritual or other-

wise you would like to share with us, poems, stories, whatever, should be directed to Gil for his
column. Write to Gil at P, 0, Box 277, Sidney, Ohio 45365.

National Coordinator
Ed Johnson is not only the custodian of our earthly goods, he is also the cornerstone of the Illinois

Chapter, the largest Chapter in the U.S.A. He coordinates local happenings besides guiding National
U.S.A. activities.  Ed's hospitality and guidance are known far and wide. His knowledge of insurance for
motorcycles is second to none, Lately he has re-sorted to smoke signals and marks in the ground made by
his left boot heel.. Ed's address is 510 E. 162nd Street, South Holland, Illinois 60473
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Your Committee, Continued
Illinois (Northern) Area Representative

Joe Rybacek is the Illinois (Northern) Area Representative. Joe set up the Illinois Railway Museum
visit and officiates at the meetings which the Illinois Chapter holds in the Northern area. If you missed the
latest meeting and event schedule, you can contact Joe at 338 Hill Street, Woodstock, Illinois 60098.

Social Director
Our dearest member, Paula Scheidler, has been with us from the start. The Christmas Party and

other social activities have been successful because of her efforts and organization. The T-Shirts and
banners are also her doing. Penny is her constant companion. For social activities, drop Paula a line
at 539 Hoffman Street, Hammond, Indiana.

Illinois Committee Members at Large
Joe Veleta has assisted Ed in laying out events in the Illinois area. Drop Joe a line at 3422 So.

61st Avenue, Cicero, Illinois 60650, with your suggestions. Let him know if you can lead special
events.   We do not know where or when we will see Lynn Anderson. He went ride-a-bout after his
marriage to Mary Beth Sutter, and is seen only rarely in odd corners of the States.

Club Paraphernalia
All requests for Club Paraphernalia should be directed to Dorothy McCadden at 14816 Perry,

South Holland, Illinois 60473.  Now that we have T-shirts and patches, let her know what else you
want. Of course, she will not have it but when we get sufficient requests for machine badges, buck-
les, pins and so forth, we will get those items for you.

Club Historian
We have an official Club Historian - our professional photographer and dedicated sidecarist.

Between his ham operations he will be keeping an official scrapbook. Any photos of events, sidecars,
sidecarists and so forth, should be sent to Jim Rubens at 503 Lavinia Lane, Joliet, Illinois 60435.
From time to time Jim will loan materials from the files to Bill for the "Sidecarist." Any requests for
articles or photos from the files should also be directed to Jim. Details and costs to be arranged.

 Publicity Director
Finally, we would like to introduce Norbert Zitek, our Publicity Director. Norbert will make

contact with other clubs, magazines and so forth. News releases will come from his office. Contact
Norbert with any item you feel should be passed on to the outside world at 1324 Columbine, Arling-
ton, Texas 76013,

 Legislative Advisor
To complete our Committee, we would like to present  our Legislative Advisor. Unfortunately,

at this time we cannot. The several key States in which we should be active are Illinois, New York,
California, Florida and North Carolina. Volunteers? Drop Hal a line.
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THE USA' S NUMBER "241" by Bill Espe
There's not too many people around who can match the accomplish-

ments of this man; from racing motorcycles and sidecars to a top wrench
at the Duesenberg factory in Indianapolis; from his own midget racers to
motorcycle dealerships - Indian, Honda, BMW; from competition at its
finest to research and development, "Floyd" has done it all.

I've
met
him
on
dif-
fer-
ent occasions around
America, but it wasn't until
the death of a personal friend
of mine, Julius Kegel, that I
wanted to know Floyd a lot
better. At the last rally I
attended, Floyd was there and
I told him we would like very
much to have him join the
"USA" as our senior member,
and wouldn't you know it, he
did.

It is with great pride that
we introduce to the membership, the one and only Floyd "Pop" Dreyer, USA's #241. One more thing
Mr. Dreyer, since you are indeed our senior member, we would like to mention the youngest member,
to our knowledge, 18 year old Dave Clark, USA #130 out of St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Dreyer is only 42
years older than you, and you
will soon be replaced with a
younger member. But nobody
can replace "Pop Dreyer".
That's right, nobody: Pop -
welcome to the United Sidecar
Association and please drive
with care as we want you to be
with us always, and you will
be.

Pop - the executive
committee is proud to an-
nounce that you have been
made a permanent, dues free.
Lifetime member of the USA.
Congratulations, Pop. you
deserve it!
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 Motorcycle Hall of Fame: Floyd Dreyer
Floyd "Pop" Dreyer was the leading sidecar racer from the 1910s to the early 1920s. Dreyer won

numerous national sidecar racing championships sanctioned by the Motorcycle & Allied Trades
Association (M&ATA), the predecessor to the AMA.

Dreyer was born on November 30, 1898 in Chillicothe, Ohio. Raised on a farm near Youngstown,
Dreyer became mechanically inclined at an early age out of necessity. When Dreyer was about 14 years
old, his older brother bought a motorcycle. The young Dreyer was smitten by the thrill of speeding down
the backroads of northeastern Ohio. As it turned out, Dreyer rode the motorcycle more than his older
brother. He became quite skilled and started working part-time at a Youngstown motorcycle dealership.

Dreyer was asked to race a sidecar rig and placed in his first race. Afterwards, Dreyer was
surprised to learn that the owner of the rig wanted to keep the entire purse money. That's when
Dreyer decided to strike out on his own.

The young and fast sidecar racer caught the eye of representatives of the makers of the Flxible
Sidecar Company. He was signed to a contract and proceeded to win national races in the late 1910s
and early 1920s on an Indian/Flxi rig. At one point, Dreyer was under contract for both Flxible
Sidecar and Indian Motorcycles. Besides sidecar racing, Dreyer also competed in hillclimbs.

The low point in Dreyer's racing career came on Labor Day in 1921. While racing in East Palestine,
Ohio, Dreyer was caught up in a high-speed accident with another sidecar. Both rigs went through the
outside fence and Dreyer's passenger, Jeff Mapes, lost his life in the crash. A year later, Dreyer suffered a
broken back and was temporarily paralyzed. After a long rehabilitation, Dreyer came back to race again,
but gone was his desire to be the fastest sidecar driver in the country. He retired from racing after the 1923
season.

Dreyer moved to Indianapolis and became a welder for the luxurious Duesenberg Automobile
Company. He also became involved in automobile racing and became one of the leading builders of
midget race cars. Dreyer came up with many innovations in race car building, including being one of
the first to build lightweight magnesium wheels.

In 1953, Dreyer opened a BMW motorcycle dealership in Indianapolis. In 1959, he added
Honda to his line, becoming the first Honda dealership east of the Mississippi. The family-owned
dealership still thrives today.

Late in life, Dreyer became an avid motorcycle tourer, attending BMW rallies across the nation.
According to his family, he enjoyed always winning the oldest rider award at the rallies. Even into his
80s, he still possessed great skills riding a sidecar rig. He often did stunts with his rig at national
races in the Midwest, lifting the sidecar in the air and waving to the fans as he sped past, all the time
puffing on his trademark pipe.

Dreyer was awarded the prestigious Dudley Perkins Award in 1986 for his life-long contribu-
tions to the sport. He died on February 25, 1989.
Achievements:

Early sidecar racing champion

Founder of the first Honda dealership east of the Mississippi

Year Inducted  AMA MC Hall of FAME: 1998
© 2004, American Motorcyclist Association;
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Letters
Dear Bill:

The December, 1978 issue was superior in content and photo reproduction. In addition to
technical articles I like to see other machinery. I would like to encourage every USA member to
consider the following and take whatever action their conscience dictates.

Dues are $10.00 which includes a subscription to the American Sidecarist. Postage for the recent
issue was 41 cents which for 12 months totals to $4.92, leaving only $5.08 for publication of the
American Sidecarist and operation of the national office. I assume you, Hal and some of the other
officers are personally absorbing telephone, postage and office supply expenses.

Every cycle magazine at the newstand cost at least $1.00 and even though they have some
information of general interest they do not normally publish sidecar information. One issue of the
American Sidecarist has more useful information than all the cycle magazines publish in one year.

I'm asking every USA member to donate $1.00 per issue, $12.00 per year to the American
Sidecarist as a voluntary, self-imposed dues increase. The USA is the only national organization
interested in sidecaring and if 3-wheelers don't support it and help it grow nobody else will.

Every sidecarist can afford this extra $12.00 if they will ask themselves "How much is one good
idea worth"? Only the USA will have the reliable, accurate information to provide that idea.
Sincerely, Bert Zitek

BAN the BIKE by Ed Johnson

They did: By local ordinacne, in New York City, NY.. You can drive your motorcycle on the city
streets during the day, but not at night. Do we want to take exception to this? I do, and am starting a
fund with a personal donation of $10.00. Do you want to chime in? If so, please make your check out
to the AMA, and send to 510 E 162nd.St., South Holland, IL 60473, C/O Ed Johnson. The checks
collected will be°sent to our president, Ed Youngblood, for the "war Chest" the AMA has for taking
action in this and similar situations.

7th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally
Griffith Park, LA, CA, October 22, 1978

Doug Bingham put on his 7th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally to make this his seventh in a
row.  With over 200 sidecars in attendence, this was the biggest rally yet.
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Billings, Montana, may not be the most
likely spot for a gathering of bikers, but on
August 26-27 members of a unique motorcycling
organization gathered in Billings for their annual
conference.

The two dozen members who attended are
bound together by two interests. First, all are
concerned motorcyclists. Second, all are doctors.
It was the second annual gathering of the Motor-
cycling Doctors Association (MDA), a fledgling
organization with a member-ship of around 40.

Often, motorcyclists and motorcycling come
under fire from members of "the other AMA,"
the American Medical Association. But for that
one weekend in Billings, medicine and motorcy-
cling blended quite well.

Members of the MDA are actively seeking
answers to medical questions related to motor-
cycle safety. But unlike some of their counter-
parts, MDA members are approaching their task
unhindered by prejudice.

Among visitors to the MDA's second annual
scientific program were Dr. Charles Hartman of
the Motorcycle Safety Foundation, Mr. Lewis
Buchanan of the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Hal Kendall of the United
Sidecar Association and Gary Winn of the  AMA
Government Relations Department.

Subjects discussed ranged from helmet use
to rider education, from lights-on laws and
electrical systems to the MDA's potential for
impact on the scientific community.

Biking doctors organize to study major safety issues
Reelected to a second term as MDA presi-

dent was Dr. A. Ranald Mackenzie, a member of
the staff of Memorial Hospital in New York City.

MDA members concurred that the group
could serve as a valuable source of information
in scientific and legislative circles. Plans were
made for MDA members to take more ak.tive
roles by 1 issuing statements within the profes-
sional community and to groups interested in
motorcycle safety. Also, MDA member Dr. Jack
Goldberg of Columbus, Ohio, will work with the
AMA's Winn to establish an MDA newsletter.

"The MDA is still a young organization, but
has tremendous potential for voicing responsible
views on motorcycling," Winn said. "This year's
meeting in Montana was valuable to all con-
cerned, and the AMA looks forward to further
developing its working relation-ship with the
MDA."

AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST will
continue to keep AMA members informed about
MDA activities, as well as the work of other
groups furthering the cause of motorcycle safety.

ACTION—Any physician or dentist inter-
ested in obtaining more information about the
Motorcycling Doctors Association should contact
the AMA Goverrianent Relations Department at
P.O. Box 141, Westerville, OH 43081. Also, any
4MA'member who knows a doctor or ientist who
is a motorcyclist, should pass this information
along.
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Going bare ... headed
The AMA publication, "Head Protection for

the Cyclist—A Medical Inquiry" (AMN, July 18,
1977), is long on opinion but short on fact.

The authors and the participants at the
conference which sired this report must wonder
why so many experienced motor-cyclists, physi-
cians included, persist in rejecting their advice.
Could it be that motor-cyclists know something
to which their armchair critics are oblivious?

Since culpability is the motorcyclists' in less than
50% of accidents, since the under-25 age group is
involved in 60% of accidents, and since the common-
est injury is to the lower limbs, it is difficult to under-
stand officialdom's obsession with the need for all
motorcyclists to wear helmets at all times. More fruitful
safety programs, which would have the support of
every motorcyclist, could be directed toward formal
instruction in motorcycle riding before licensing and
recognition by motorists of the right of motorcyclists to
equal courtesv on the road.

Having ridden a motorcycle over a span of
30 years (much of it before helmets were in
vogue) without sustaining even a bruise to my
head I find wearing a helmet at times rather
irksome. And I particularly resent the compulsion
on days when the temperature reaches the 90s.
The fact that the report handles the question of
discomfort in such a cavalier manner suggests to
me that the conferees are insensitive to heat or
else habitually view the situation from their air-
conditioned automobiles.

"Going bare" does not appeal to every
physician. Likewise most motorcyclists may
never wish to appreciate the advantages of going
bareheaded. But those who do have as much
right to do so as those physicians who have
dispensed with malpractice coverage. We ride
much more carefully.

A. RANALD MACKENZIE, MD Point
Lookout, N.Y., USA # 242, Presidident Motor-
cycle Doctors Association,
Reprint  T.M.RA. Dec. 78; Also American
Medical News, Augusr 15, 1977

Miscellaneous Notes - Bill Espe

Sidecar Rally - New Stanton, PA.
The Sheridans of Bethel Park, PA are

planning a sidecar rally in the spring- April 28 &
29 at Fox Deb Acres Campground - New
Stanton, PA. info - Tom Sheridan-5924 Wallace
Ave. Bethel Park PA 15102.

FOR SALE:
1977 Jupiter s/c, blk & red, Like new-

#700.00 - Contact Ken Tribble- POB 94,
Wellington, CO, 80549. phone- 303-568-3540

Ride for Hemophilia
A note from Ed Johnson says that any who

participated in the Ride for Hemophilia to please
send in your monies. They also wish to thank the
participants who rode and their sponsors.

Pre-registration for the Rally
Hey, Guess who was the first to pre-register

for our "National") none other that our treasurer,
Ed Johnson with number 2pre-registrant being
Larry Lydon. Today our 3rd pre-registration
came in, James Rubens, the club historian.
Please note, pre-registration is designee to save
you money. So if you're coming, please take
advantage of it.

Membership information
A note of thanks for all who took time to fill

in the flyer and return it to Bill Espe. They
provide a wealth of knowledge about what you
the membership want,
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Miscellaneous Notes bill espe
Motorvation Engineering

Tom Pedersen of Motorvation Engineering reports an increase in prices after Jan 15th. Buy now
and save. New retail on Coupe Royale is #1926. and the Spyder T1 is #1845.

Til Thompson
Til Thompson will not make the National Sidecar Rally as he will be on the Bob Beach tour in

Europe the whole month of June, however Til reports the dates for Aspencade '79 at Ruidoso NM
will be OCT 1-2-3-4-5 & 6.

ALSO from Til, on Memorial Day at Red River NM, Fri, Sat, Sun- The River City Rallye".
Write Til at Box 970, Ruidoso, NM 88345

Ural Owners Motorcycle Club,
From Leon Karlak of Lockport NY. He has joined but has not received anything from Ural

Owners Motorcycle Club, U.S. whose address seems to be P.O.Box 642, Plymouth MI 48170. Check
this out before you send any money and then let Bill Espe know how you made out.

Texas Motocycle Roadriders Association
Our executive secretary Hal Kendall has a full page in TMRA and he's gonna get a. Texas

Chapter of USA goin' down there. Right on Hal.

National S/C Rally
On page 2 of the Dec. issue of the American Sidecarist, regarding the National S/C Rally, all of

the people named are members of USA except Barb Isern, Hazel Kolb, Roger Hull and Al Gelfand..
I've since found out that Hazel Kolb is in the hospital temporarly. A letter from her said that she
would do her darndest, even flying if need be, to be at the rally. We wish you a fast recovery from
surgury, Hazel,and good luck with the possible appointment with AMA. Have not heard from Barb
Isern yet. Roger Hull will probably not be there due to heavy work load and he may be on an ex-
tended trip in Europe. Ed Youngblood says he might make it, it's a slim chance. Will check on Al
Gelfand, Ryder Magazine at a later date.

Not having checked personally on all the names in the announcement, it has been brought to my
attention that some are not happy by the use of their names and I wish to apologize for this oversight
as I treasure the friendship of these people very much. They have donemany favors for me. Some-
times I get very excited and somewhat carried away by just the thought of having all these nice
people at this, the USA's 1st National Sidecar Rally. Shortly there will be a pre-registration form,
map, to help guide you to this rally site, at Jaspers Hollow, near Bland MO.and finally an updated
listing of hotels-motels-etc.-near this area. The most important thing is the pre-registration by Jan.
20th. It is designed to SAVE YOU MONEY; it costs you and yours an extra #6.00 at the gate - Pre-
register.
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STEIB DEVELOPMENTS (from Motor Cycling)
Hydraulic Brake and Leading-arm Suspension for German Sidecar Available

In preference to launching complete new models to replace the existing range, the manufacturers
of Steib sidecars pursue a policy of introducing modifications to their current productions as and
when they become available and have been thoroughly proved. As announced in the issue of Motor
Cycling dated March 26, the Nuremberg concern have introduced a sidecar wheel brake to supple-
ment the already extensive range of accessories and equipment available for their products. Coupled
with this brake unit, a leading-link suspension system has been introduced, superseding the previous
trailing-link layout.

Completely hydraulic in operation, the brake unit consists essentially of two components, a
master cylinder to be fitted on to the machine in place of the rear brake rod, and a replacement wheel
containing the brake drum, brake and operating cylinder. These are supplied together with the neces-
sary hydraulic tubing to connect the two.

The master cylinder, a cylinder barrel, fluid reservoir and auxiliary spring compartment, is
interposed in the rear brake rod of the machine. The rear of the cylinder is connected directly to the
brake-actuating arm, whereas the brake pedal is linked to a piston sliding within the cylinder. Two
ports drilled in the top of the cylinder wall, fore and aft of this piston, enable fluid to flow to and
from the reservoir and thus maintain an airless condition . within the system. A coil spring, held in
compression between the underside of the piston and the end of the cylinder, locates two rubber
sealing glands and assists in the return of the piston when the brake pedal is released. An auxiliary
helper spring is contained within a separate compartment at the front end of the cylinder.

The sidecar brake with its pressed-steel backplate and steel shoes is contained within a fuli-
width, finned, light alloy hub having a shrunk cast-iron liner, the whole being spoked into a light
alloy rim. The operating cylinder, which replaces the normal cam, contains two pistons held in
tension by a light coil spring.

As the brake is applied, the master piston is drawn forward, thus cutting off the front port and
forcing fluid via the hydraulic pipes into the operating cylinder, where the two pistons are forced
apart, bringing the shoes into contact with the drum. Resistance from the sidecar brake immediately
arrests the flow of fluid so that further pressure on the brake pedal draws the master cylinder forward
and operates the rear brake of the machine.

Teutonic Beauty. The
already sleek lines of the
S500L Steib sidecar are

enhanced by the new
full-width light alloy hub
and brake drum, easily

visible components of the
hydraulic braking

system.
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STEIB DEVELOPMENTS, Continued
These reactions are progressive and virtually instantaneous, so that the two braking forces are

automatically balanced as the pedal is depressed. When the brake pedal is released the master piston
is returned to its static position by the various coil springs and the pressure in the operating cylinder
is relieved.

The stub axle of the new leading-link suspension system pivots at the rear about a bearing, in a
housing welded to the chassis, and the movement is controlled by a bonded rubber block in compres-
sion, in place of the coil spring on previous models. This rubber block is moulded around two cir-
cumferential steel rings in order to maintain its shape, and the limits of travel of the axle are deter-
seined by two rubber-covered stops.

The mechanism revealed. "Motor Cycling's" artist illustrates the internal
parts of the latest Steib development, designed to increase the stopping power

and enhance the safety of a popular road vehicle.

'Suspension is provided by
rearwardly extending coil

springs secured to the end of
the chassis where the

transverse member bridges the
extremities of the tube, the for-

ward connection being on
pivots near the nose.
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IFMA Koln,
Germany - EML

Sidecars from
Holland

Top: Honda GW

Bot.: BMW
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1st 1979 USA INVITATIONAL
All members of "USA", United Sidecar Association, are invited to attend and participate in the

8th ANNUAL M.G.N.O.C. Kansas State Get-together. In addition to the regular M.G.N.O.C. awards
program, the "USA" members will have awards for combos driven to the rally. Distance awards - 1st,
2nd and 3rd place. Women's awards - Oldest driver award, Youngest driver award. Come and meet
other sidecarists and- enjoy M.G.N.O.C. hospitality. Enjoy the services of Tom Pitman from CMA.
The USA's Bill Espe says "Ya gotta meet 7 Grand and the Anchor man" last years most talked about
duo from the Guinness book of records and the "green jackets" from the MO.KAN Guzzi Club.
Frank Wedge - the head honcho from M.G.N.O.C. says the City, of Sylvan Grove welcomes the
sidecarists. There is lots of camping space at the city park (trees & shade) and at the fairground where
all the action is. There is also a trade show at one of the fairground buildings; it's possible the USA
may have a booth there too. Drive your sidecar or haul it, but don't miss the biggest array of sidecars
ever assembled in the state of Kansas.

Special guest - Hal Kendall, USA's conquerer of the Illinois Tollway.

WHEN - June 1-2-3 - 1979

WHERE -Sylvan Grove, KS.

USA Members contact Bill Espe PH - 612-789-6237 1019—28 ave. N.E. MPIs.Mn. .55418

Watsonian - Photo Courtesy of Doug Bingham
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Moturist Sidecar
from Denmark,

photo by Bill Espe
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The Federation of Sidecar Clubs
A very, very happy and healthy Federation of Sidecar Clubs exists in Europe. The Fed. produces

a very comprehensive News Journal bi-monthly, which contains a few technical tips from time to
time but most of the family oriented magazine tells of the exploits of individuals and what the mem-
ber clubs are doing, have done, or will do. For those interested it gives a good appreciation of
sidecaring on the other side of the ocean.

The U.S.A. can affiliate with the Fed. but the thought of putting together an. additional 250
issues for the colonials was mind boggling, to their editor. Instead, the U.S.A. and the Fed. will
extend hands of fellowship across the ocean with each receiving the others' magazine. We will use
items of interest from their Outlook and they will use items of interest from our "American
Sidecarist." Each club will extend member courtesies to the other. Let us know when you plan to go
to Europe so that they can arrange a welcome mat and we will welcome any of their members who
visit the U.S.A.

Some of our Executive Committee are Associate Members of the Fed. If anyone would also like
to join the Fed. as an Associate Member, you can contact Bob Parsons at 15 Clarendon Road,
Hinckley, Leics., England. The fee for overseas Associate Membership is $12.00 p.a.

From Aaron Brinson, Member 166 To H. A. Kendall
I have read your articles on helmet laws and headlight-on laws several times now and I must say

that I am impressed. I was not aware of the Janoff Study and I am sure that a large number of people
are in the same situation. It appears that we may soon have another big fight on our hands as motor-
cyclists, over the EPA noise issue. Like so many of the other issues there are personal prejudices built
into the real issues. These prejudices overshadow the facts in many cases. Many politicians jump on
the band wagon, because the issue becomes a popular publicity trip for them and they appear to have
the majority in their support. Unfortunately the majority does not often recognize motorcyclists are
their neighbors and friends.

I recently - Labor Day Weekend - attended the Mid-South BMW Owners Renion sponsored by
the Houston BMW Club. There are a lot of good people in that area. I made a lot of friends and hope
to see them all again before long. It wasn't a big rally but it was certainly enjoyable. One fellow there
is a realtor in the Houston area and may be of help. His name is Jim Smelier and he is a real biking
enthusiast.

I enclosed a letter to Bill Espe along with the recent survey and suggested that the 1980 National
Rally Committee consider having the Rally in the Northwest Florida area. I understand from the
"American Sidecarist" that plans are pretty well set for the 1979 National. Depending _upon its
location and several other things,

I may be able to attend. I certainly want to get together with you sometime while you are in this
area (Houston is about 650 miles from here).
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Colene & Gaylord Steele #210, right, CO, with Friends, Photo by Doug Bingham, ASAFOR

SALE-WANTED

FOR SALE:New set of sidecar gears- 27-8 for /2 BMW #150.00
#147 James Adams- 2630 9th St.-No. B47, Naples FLA 33940

WANTED: Sidecar only, for Harley Davidson.
Luther L. Craver- Rt 5, Box 268, Lockport, IL 60441

WANTED: Complete rear end for /5 or /6 BMW with ratio of 3.36 to 1. #3 Terry Strassenburg-
18461 Martin, Homewood IL 60430.

WANTED: Mounts for Busmar Astro and a Busmar Astro.
#96 Marc Paula- 3249 No. Lawndale Ave., Chicago IL 60618.

FOR SALE: 1972-3-?? Cycle-Mate sidecar, white, good shape. Dave Clark- 535 Forest Green
Dr., St.Louis M0 63119 Phone- 314-961-7568

FOR SALE: 1968 R60/2 BMW, 37,000 Mi, Wixom Enduro elephant bags, new Denfield
luggage rack. Very Clean #1500. Also Vetter Phantom full fairing, best offer.
#114 Craig Schneider- POB 27081, Riverdale IL 60627.

FOR SALE: 1964 BMW R69S, very good condition, 22,000 mi, standard tank, safety bar,
folding luggage rack, am tear in seat, excellant front K81 Tire. Very reasonable priced, deliver
moderate distance. #89 Gil Frydell- POB 277, Sidney OH 45365. 513-492-1389

FOR SALE: 1972 BMW R75/5, blk, fairing, Enduro elephant bags, new -rear shocks, Dunlop
K91's, xtras w/Velorex M560 s/c '78, added ballast. #2350.00 Will seperate.
#105 Rob Spinazzola- 4762 Second, #301, Detroit MI. 48201 313-832-1577.
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RUN SCHEDULE:
Feb 10,1979- 11am- meeting Monee, IL

April 14,1979- 11:30am- meeting Woodstock,IL

April (TBA) Sidecar Skill Training Program- Chicago, IL

May 12,1979- 11am- meeting, Monee, IL

May 20,1979- Historical Ride- ILL-MICH Canal Lockport, IL

June 1-2-3, 1979- MGNOC*USA Invitational Sylvan Grove, KS June 9,1979- Woodstock, IL

June 22-23-24,1979- USA ist National Rally Bland, MO.

Club meeting and Christmas Party.
Attending: John Fels, Al Sheely, Rich Le Pert, Ed & Marilyn Johnson., Al Johnson, and daugh-

ters Lisa and Carrie, Joe & Jan Veleta and daughters Jessica and Jennifer, Paula Schiedler, Jim &
Rosalee Rubens.

Al Sheely intends to contact the sidecar riders in his area of Polo, IL to see if he can raise
enough interest to found a local chapter. Thanks to Paula for again organizing our party.

October 29, 1978 club run. Forest Preserves Tour, Fullersburg Environmental Center, Graue
Mill, Oak brook, I1. In Attendance were: Art Prescott, John Paul Kocsak, Estelle Wheet, Charles and
David Wheet, Joe Veleta, Janet, Jenifer and Jessica,

Ed and Marilyn Johnson. We saw how they made corn meal at the mill, and enjoyed beauty of
the forest preserves in the fall. We ended the day with a cook out.

Dee's Sewing Shop of 1225 N. 3rd Street, Fargo,_ North Dakota 58102 Phone (701) 293-5469
does beautiful embroidery in impeccable good taste. Dee Lundberg did Bill Espe's shirt (to his own
design) and Hal Kendall's shirt (to Jonathan Marshall's design).

Jonathan, stationed in Italy used the 1933 Longi Italian sidecar as his model.

Dee's modest charge is from $5.00 to $15.00, depending upon the complexity of the design.
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